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I’M JIMMY REED 

 

Album released: 

August 1958 

V A L U  E More info: 

   1 3 3 2 3 

Tracks: 1) Honest I Do; 2) Go On To School; 3) My First Plea; 4) Boogie In The Dark; 5) You Got Me Crying; 6) Ain’t That Lovin’ You Baby; 7) You 
Got Me Dizzy; 8) Little Rain; 9) Can’t Stand To See You Go; 10) Roll & Rhumba; 11) You’re Something Else; 12) You Don’t Have To Go. 

REVIEW  

Thank God for Jimmy Reed. To put it simple: if not for Jimmy Reed, the British Invasion as we 

know it — or, at least, the bluesier, darker, more aggressive side of the British Invasion as we 

know it — would never have happened. In those fresh and innocent days of the early Sixties, 

young guys all across the UK avidly imbibed and digested as much of the greatness of Chicago 

legends as could be imported into the country across radio waves and vinyl records, but when it 

came to actually performing and imitating the music of these legends, said young guys could 

not help but feel stinted, hindered, stumped, and overwhelmed. How could a young English 

teenager convincingly reproduce the dark pagan magic of a Muddy Waters? the glass-shredding 

animalistic vocal energy of a Howlin’ Wolf? the insane African tribal power of a Bo Diddley? the shrill, sleazy, swampy vibe 

of Sonny Boy Williamson’s harmonica? Some of the really brave ones did go ahead and try, but unless they had the talent to 

completely reinvent and readapt these tunes to the differing realities of their home towns, the results would be ridiculous — 

even more so to their own eyes and ears rather than those of their audiences, hungry for that weird music from across the 

Atlantic and quite ready to settle for even a mediocre approximation. The audiences might simply be wanting to have a 

pretext to dance the night away; the musicians, however, needed self-confidence, and how the heck do you earn self-

confidence when you’re stuck out there on stage trying to compete with Muddy Waters on ‘Got My Mojo Working’?  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I%27m_Jimmy_Reed
https://rateyourmusic.com/release/album/jimmy-reed/im-jimmy-reed/
https://www.discogs.com/master/252418-Jimmy-Reed-Im-Jimmy-Reed
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The answer is simple: do not compete with Muddy Waters — compete with Jimmy Reed. I am almost sorry to have to 

reproduce the truism about Jimmy Reed being the epitome of mediocrity in the American electric blues-rock life of the 

1950s; presumably, he was a nice guy (at least when he wasn’t stone cold drunk, which was most of the time), and some of 

his charisma manages to creep in onto his records, otherwise he wouldn’t have had 18 Top 20 hits on the US R&B charts 

from 1955 to 1961. But there is pretty much nothing specific, no particularly memorable or outstanding feature in Jimmy’s 

«classic» output. He was a competent, but not an outstanding singer; a tolerable, but not a technically skilled or a musically 

inventive guitar or harmonica player; an okay songwriter who did everything within the same 12-bar blues scale and 

rewrote each of his songs (with new lyrics) at least three or four times; a pleasant stage presence who did not have any tricks 

up his sleeve to make his shows stand out from the rest. 

In short, Jimmy Reed was as average as can be — which is probably why, despite eventually settling in Chicago, he was 

never able to secure a contract with Chess Records, and had to satisfy himself with the much lesser label of Vee-Jay, which, 

I believe, is mostly known for two things: being the first ever distributor of Beatles material in the US, and producing all of 

Jimmy Reed’s classic records. (They also had John Lee Hooker and Memphis Slim for a while, but they weren’t nearly as 

fully associated with the label as Jimmy). Even Vee-Jay did not agree to letting him put out a full-fledged LP until 1958, by 

which time he’d been cutting singles for five years; and even then, the LP in question was just a hodge-podge of A- and B-

sides, covering all of that five-year period. You can listen to the album on its own, or you can embellish it with bonus songs 

that did not make the grade, or you can just cut the bullshit and get yourself a compilation — it doesn’t really matter. Once 

you’ve heard two or three Jimmy Reed songs, you pretty much heard them all. 

Listening right now to the last track on the LP, which was his first big hit in 1955 — ‘You Don’t Have To Go’ — I just keep 

thinking and thinking about what it was that made this kind of record so popular. It is as utterly generic as can be, not to 

mention lazy and relaxed, as compared to, say, Sonny Boy Williamson: Jimmy and his backing band slowly and very 

nonchalantly drift through the aether, beat after beat after beat, then Jimmy takes a short, equally lazy, harmonica break, 

then another verse and off to sleep we go. How could anybody like this enough to buy, let alone cover, this limp clone of 

‘Sweet Home Chicago’? Yet bought, and covered, it was, although even its instrumental B-side, ‘Boogie In The Dark’, is 

marginally more interesting (at least he tries to go in several different directions on the harmonica there). 

‘Ain’t That Lovin’ You Baby’ was an even bigger hit next year, hitting #3... and then he simply re-recorded it with new lyrics 

as ‘You Got Me Dizzy’ and it also hit #3. I suppose that Jimmy’s colleagues over at Chess must have been astounded — here 
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they all were, practicing, working at establishing their own styles and identities, spending time to come up with new 

songwriting ideas, and here was this odd booze-drenched guy next door with his totally trivial output and he somehow 

managed to outsell them all, from time to time at least. What the heck was this guy’s secret weapon? 

"Simplicity and honesty", perhaps, as explained by producer Scott Billington in his notes on the recent 3-CD compilation of 

Jimmy’s Complete Vee-Jay Singles. Even some of Jimmy’s fellow African-Americans may have been spooked away by 

the intensity of the great Chess artists — whereas on none of Jimmy’s singles is there anything even remotely fearsome. 

Even though, like most of Chicago’s bluesmen, Reed, too, came from the South (Dunleith, Mississippi), his music is 100% 

urbanized — without any traces of the Delta’s toil and trouble, or of centuries-old pagan African practices taking roots in 

American soil. It can be a little sad, a little angry, or a tad romantic, just enough for the average listener to sympathize and 

never once going deeper than the most simple, common, universal emotions. What, oh I dunno, what a band like Bad 

Company does for the universe of classic rock, Jimmy Reed did for the universe of electric blues. I do not love or hate Bad 

Company (at least, not until they started sucking really hard in the Eighties), and I do not love or hate Jimmy Reed — I just 

feel mighty indifferent to all these songs, and I suppose it’s a fairly normal reaction. 

Every once in a while (very rarely, though), a tiny non-trivial idea wiggles its way into one of Jimmy’s tunes, making it 

stand out from the rest. ‘Honest I Do’, another big hit for the man which Vee-Jay put up as the opening track on this album, 

is a little bit more poppy than his standard 12-bar formula, and is graced by an elegantly woven descending riff, played by 

Jimmy’s faithful sidekick Eddie Taylor. The Rolling Stones later picked up the song and recorded it in a highly inventive 

manner (loyally preserving that riff but also embellishing the song with creative uses of the stop-and-start mechanics, 

echoes, and «drum explosions» from Charlie), but even here it is hard to deny that the tune is a stand-out. Lyrics-wise, 

‘Little Rain’ is a relative highlight, somewhat unusual in its depiction of a simple romantic situation set to a 12-bar blues 

melody which typically implies negative rather than positive emotions. (Most of Reed’s lyrics were written by or co-written 

with his wife, Mary, which might explain all that extra romanticism). And ‘Roll And Rhumba’, an instrumental that was 

originally released as the B-side to his very first single, is at least an honest attempt at genre-mixing, though I cannot define 

it as a highly successful one. And that’s pretty much all I can say about this stuff. 

Having said all that, though, I return to my original point: God bless Jimmy Reed for providing those British boys with so 

much raw material which they could cut their teeth on. ‘Honest I Do’, ‘Ain’t That Lovin’ You Baby’, ‘You Don’t Have To Go’, 

‘I Ain’t Got You’ — all those songs from 1954-58 and more were exploited by the Stones, the Animals, the Yardbirds, and 
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dozens of other, lesser acts until they could be sure that they got that kind of mechanics down and could build their own 

houses upon that firm foundation. I have no idea if anybody could really enjoy a full CD of Jimmy Reed tracks all the way 

through in this day and age — he just seems to be the quintessential «you had to be there» type of guy — but I think that 

neither today nor back in his own time were you really supposed to enjoy more than one or two Jimmy Reed tracks in one 

sitting anyway. And for the Stones and the Animals, one Jimmy Reed track a day gave them something to play. 
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ROCKIN’ WITH REED 

 

Album released: 

September 1959 

V A L U  E More info: 

  1 3 2 1 3 

Tracks: 1) Going To New York; 2) A String To Your Heart; 3) Ends & Odds; 4) Caress Me Baby; 5) Take Out Some Insurance; 6) The Moon Is 
Rising; 7) Down In Virginia; 8) I Know It’s A Sin; 9) Wanna Be Loved; 10) Baby, What’s On Your Mind; 11) My Bitter Seed; 12) Rockin’ With Reed. 

REVIEW  

Vee-Jay’s second LP of Jimmy Reed material predictably follows the rigid 

formula of the first — a chaotic selection of A- and B-sides, some of which 

came out in the year-long interim between I’m Jimmy Reed and this 

album, others were culled from even earlier singles. For some strange 

reason, the one song they did not include was his highest charting record 

from 1958 — ‘I’m Gonna Get My Baby’, only available on various later 

compilations. Precisely why it was his highest charting record of the year 

sort of escapes me, since it sounds exactly like every other mid-tempo piece 

of generic 12-bar blues he ever cut. Perhaps it’s the lyrics: phonetically entangled sequences such as "well she’s my mama 

loochy-hoochy goo-dee hoochy-goochy" can have their own odd voodoo magic, particularly when delivered through 

Jimmy’s fabulous Slur Filter. On a related weird note, most lyric sites transcribe the words in Jimmy’s first verse as "Gonna 

find my baby boomer / Built to start a-rockin’", which, if true, means that this is officially the very first appearance of baby 

boomer in art, about four years prior to the term appearing in printed form in its common meaning. I have absolutely no 

idea what it means here, though — and for all I know, Jimmy might be singing "baby bomber" or "baby boner", because who 

can really tell, coming from a man who absolutely refuses to use his teeth while enunciating?  

https://rateyourmusic.com/release/comp/jimmy-reed/rockin-with-reed-3/
https://www.discogs.com/master/345375-Jimmy-Reed-Rockin-With-Reed
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What is actually here sounds more or less the same as the stuff on I’m Jimmy Reed (no big surprise about that), but with 

even fewer standout tracks and without the excitement of discovery, if you happened (or happen) to follow Reed’s career in 

an approximately chronological order. The oldest track is the one which lent its title to the entire album — an instrumental 

B-side to ‘Can’t Stand To Let You Go’, a fast and energetic boogie romp on which Reed’s harmonica vivaciously duets with 

(probably) Eddie Taylor’s slide guitar. When they match in unison, the resulting sound promises excitement; when they 

solo on their own, the level of excitement drastically drops down. I’d certainly prefer to rock with Chuck Berry or Bo 

Diddley, but if you need a rigorous bass line for pure, unencumbered headbanging, ‘Rockin’ With Reed’ is like your proto-

Ramones kick in the Chicago area circa ’56. 

From 1958, the biggest of the included singles (which didn’t really get anywhere serious on the charts) is ‘Down In Virginia’, 

another utterly stereotypical 12-bar thing which, if I am not mistaken, tells the short story of Jimmy trying to drag his 

girlfriend out of the country, "where the green grass grows", and failing. This theme of escaping the country for the big city 

actually runs through Reed’s entire career — unlike Muddy Waters, whose deep love for the Delta and them old cotton fields 

had stayed with him through all of his urban life, Reed (in his songs, at least) always comes across as an extremely lucky guy 

to have been able to escape the boring dreariness of rural provincial life (carefully avoiding any racial topics, though). Just a 

little later, we get ‘Going To New York’, set to the exact same melody as always and promising us that he’s "not gonna 

rest ’til I get to New York / I’m goin’ to New York / I’m goin’ if I have to walk". Sharp and nasty tongues would have added 

that only in the overpopulated urban sprawls of the North a guy like Jimmy Reed could find a suitable audience for his kind 

of playing — but we don’t really want to stir up social trouble. 

Instead, let us just go on and mention that the first single from 1959 to be included on the album is ‘Take Out Some 

Insurance (On Me Baby)’, a song that failed to chart but still has its own Wikipedia page because a couple of years later it 

was recorded (with entirely new lyrics) by Tony Sheridan and the Beatles, to be released as its own single in 1964, upon the 

arrival of Beatlemania when Polydor Records, like everybody else with an opportunity, decided to capitalize on the hype. 

The Sheridan track is just a historical curio; the Jimmy Reed original is at least notable for being one of Jimmy’s totally 

most minimalistic recordings ever — he doesn’t even blow his harmonica on this one, it’s just steady drums and bass, with 

laconic, barely heard guitar licks from either Reed himself or Taylor peeping from behind the rhythm section. In this way, it 

might be the quintessential, if far from the most musically inventive, Jimmy Reed track. 

The honor of the most inventive track, then, should probably go to ‘Ends & Odds’, an instrumental that was also recorded as 
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‘Odds & Ends’ (!) and, I believe, released twice as a B-side: predictably, some sources and digital versions on the Web 

confuse the two, but the important thing is that one version is just a 12-bar blues with harmonica, and the other one is a 12-

bar blues with harmonica and violin, presumably played by the jazz musician Remo Biondi. Obviously, it is not every day 

that a professional jazz player decides to guest on a Jimmy Reed track, of all places (think Stephane Grappelli adding a 

violin solo to a Ramones track), which makes things interesting by definition; besides, Biondi takes the opportunity to 

«adapt» to his odd companion’s style, preferring to play in an equally minimalistic style, with pizzicatos all over the place, 

then making his instrument explode in a series of beehive-influenced stings to bring the tune down in style. 

There are, I think, maybe one or two LP-only songs here, culled by Vee-Jay from outtakes — at least I cannot verify that 

they were ever released as singles. One is ‘My Bitter Seed’, a song with a dirty-sounding title and really odd lyrics; the other 

is ‘Moon Is Rising’, an unashamed note-for-note, if not word-for-word, rewrite of ‘Honest I Do’ that was probably not even 

seen fit for single release because it so blatantly repeated the original’s musical hook. Neither of the two is really worth 

serious attention — and both simply confirm the overall judgement on Rockin’ With Reed: listenable, but brain-numbing 

filler city from a guy who never claimed to write anything other than filler city and still found a grateful audience. 
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FOUND LOVE 

 

Album released: 

1960 

V A L U  E More info: 

  1 3 2 1 3 

Tracks: 1) Baby What You Want Me To Do; 2) Found Love; 3) Meet Me; 4) I Was So Wrong; 5) Going By The River (Part 2); 6) Big Boss Man; 7) 
Hush-Hush; 8) Where Can You Be; 9) I’m Nervous; 10) Going By The River (Part 1); 11) I Ain’t Got You; 12) Come Love. 

REVIEW  

"There isn’t a bad track on Found Love", so starts out the short assessment of this album by Al 

Campbell on the All-Music Guide — presumably, to help all of us lowly plebs who have just 

finished putting together the impression that this album sucks quickly and efficiently shatter our 

auditory illusions. Perhaps the most appropriate answer to this loud and proud statement of the 

century, however, would be "Why sure, because there’s only one track on it anyway!" More 

specifically, a track originally called ‘That One Jimmy Reed Song’ and then re-recorded under a 

miriad of names to make the universe seem so much more diverse than it really is when it’s really 

the same old types of protons, neutrons, and electrons all over again. From that point of view, 

Found Love is downright immaculate. 

It does contain three tracks that will be fairly familiar to any serious fan of Sixties’ rock who may not ever have heard even 

one Jimmy Reed original: the singles ‘Baby What You Want Me To Do’ and ‘Big Boss Man’ have been covered by just about 

everybody, and so was the non-single ‘I Ain’t Got You’, extracted here from a much earlier session in 1955 to fill up empty 

space on the LP and somehow catching the eye of both The Animals and The Yardbirds (and then, later, Aerosmith). The 

song, by the way, was not written by Jimmy, but rather by Vee-Jay’s producer Calvin Carter, which might explain why it is 

the only song here that does not quite sound the same way as ‘That One Jimmy Reed Song’ — amusingly, the first commer-

https://rateyourmusic.com/release/album/jimmy-reed/found-love/
https://www.discogs.com/master/524812-Jimmy-Reed-Found-Love
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cial release of the song by Billy Boy Arnold actually sounds more like generic Jimmy Reed than Jimmy’s own recording, 

which unexplainably remained in the vaults for five long years. You can easily see the UK kids falling under its spell — the 

weird time signature, the threatening stops-and-starts, the ominous harmonica howls after each repetition of the title 

(usually converted to guitar howls in those UK versions), and, of course, the delectable mystery of this whole situation. "I 

got women to the right of me, I got women to the left of me, I got womens all around me... but I ain’t got you!" What is it, 

exactly, that makes the «you» in question so damn special? It’s a cool, swaggery celebration of life’s luxuries, each line of 

which is undercut by the double bang-bang! of realization that there’s actually more to life than "Eldorado Cadillacs" and 

"charge accounts at Goldblatt", though the protagonist cannot quite figure out what and why. 

It’s a cool song, but one might also add that it is not very much in line with Jimmy Reed’s essence. Jimmy Reed might have 

been reasonably well off with all of his sales in the Fifties (although I guess he must have squandered all his earnings on 

booze anyway), but his artistic persona is not fairly well associable with life’s luxuries — his is the role of the little man, the 

simple man quietly nibbling away at life’s simple pleasures and swatting away life’s minor troubles. The quiet worker ’round 

the clock whose "big boss man" certainly can’t hear him when he calls, because he’s too afraid to call him in any voice louder 

than a toothless whisper. For the sake of accuracy, ‘Big Boss Man’ was not written by Jimmy either (it is credited to another 

of his producers and Luther Dixon, the professional songwriter responsible for the breakthrough of The Shirelles), but 

unlike ‘I Ain’t Got You’, this is a song tailor-made for him, and it’s refreshing to hear him borrow the rhythm of Chuck 

Berry’s ‘Memphis, Tennessee’ for it, rather than reuse the same mid-tempo ka-CHUNK-ka-CHUNK 12-bar blues beat that 

crops up pretty much everywhere else. 

The funny thing about ‘Big Boss Man’ is that almost everybody who covered it actually treated the song as a rebellious 

anthem — Elvis, in particular, sounded and looked like he was really going to tear his own "big boss man" a new one; here, 

though, it is crystal clear that Mr. Reed is just grumbling "you ain’t so big, you’re just tall, that’s all" under his breath, 

scared to death to throw it in the man’s face, which, alas, is usually a much more gritty reality for us than the opposite. If 

you listen real hard, you can hear Mary "Mama" Reed faintly echo Jimmy’s lyrics in the background — she was, perhaps, 

just cueing him in, but she ends up putting a sort of «family touch» on this intimate protest song, the loyal partner suppor-

ting her struggling proletarian working man from afar but just as helpless to remedy the situation. In this particular case, I 

might dare to suggest that nobody ever truly improved on the original ‘Big Boss Man’ (although I’m becoming pervertedly 

partial to the ridiculous 1985 cover by B. B. King which pretty much sets the original lyrics to the melody of ‘Billie Jean’!! — 

really, no other decade excelled as much at trying to turn Dumb and Absurd into Cool and Stylish for subsequent 

https://youtu.be/rohDUIDkD70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hItraEm1fKI
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generations to hypothesize about potential alien infiltrations or undetected viruses... but we’re getting off topic). At least 

when it comes to brutal cowardly honesty, Jimmy here is our fellow man. 

As for the mid-tempo ka-chunk, ka-chunk, it, of course, opens the record with what has arguably become the most widely 

covered Jimmy Reed song of all time — ‘Baby What You Want Me To Do’. Here’s a funny bit of trivia: everybody always 

sings "you got me doin’ what you want me, baby what you want me to do", while in fact the original lines make a little 

more sense as Jimmy goes "you got me doin’ what you want me, baby why you want to let go?", indicating a little more 

agency on the part of Jimmy’s dissatisfied sweetheart. But, of course, there’s no getting away from the fact that the title of 

the song has never been ‘Baby Why You Want To Let Go’, so the source of the confusion is clear, as is the natural attraction 

of the interrogative phrase to its affirmative counterpart. 

And the phrasing does matter here. There are literally dozens of Jimmy Reed songs that all sound exactly like ‘Baby What 

You Want Me To Do’ – at least three or four of them on this very album — but instead of getting randomly and evenly 

covered by subsequent generations of admirers, they are all forgotten while ‘Baby What You Want Me To Do’ trudges on 

and on and on. Even The Everly Brothers, who by 1960 must probably have realized that blues-rock would never become 

their forte, rushed out to produce their own version of the song as soon as they heard it. Apparently, all it takes is a little 

fiddling with the generic structure of the AAB pattern to get a specifically «nagging» feeling — got me running, got me 

hiding, got me run, hide, hide, run, anyway you want to... — and somehow the song grows itself an extra claw and turns 

from instantly forgettable to permanently memorable. For Jimmy, it was really a lucky fluke; for the world, it was the arisal 

of a new standard, which, unfortunately, then went on to sprout like a weed. Maybe ‘Stairway To Heaven’ is the most 

overplayed song in the world — who knows — but I know for sure that I have never had to suffer through as many totally 

unnecessary and superfluous covers of ‘Stairway To Heaven’ than I did of ‘Baby What You Want Me To Do’. Ironically, not a 

single of these covers ever managed to improve on the original, either. 

That said, the bulk of Found Love is more akin to the title track of Found Love — which has the exact same melody as 

‘Baby What You Want Me To Do’, only a tad sped up and, this time, following the conventional AAB pattern to a tee. It is 

true that a bit of effort, if you decide to delve deeper into the lyrics, may be rewarding here. The already quoted Al Campbell 

from the AMG states that "the title track is particularly notable, as it contains a one-note harp wail that proves to be 

vibrant, heartfelt, and timeless" — indeed, it is very vibrant, though I’m not so sure about ‘timeless’ (well, since I am still 

listening to it today, maybe it is timeless); but as for ‘heartfelt’, I would guess this word should decode as «imbued with 
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sincere positive emotion», which would agree rather well with the first line of the song ("I found true love, one worth 

waitin’ for") but only if you prefer to totally ignore the second — "I’m gonna sign it to a contract, you won’t find one little 

flaw". That’s right, Jimmy Reed did have a cynical sort of humor, well confirmed in the second and last verse of the song: 

"It’s hard to believe the condition the world is in / You can’t trust nobody and girl you know it’s a sin". 

Indeed, the entire album sort of implies that even if Jimmy Reed did find love, he sure as hell ain’t got no idea what to do 

with it, or even how to keep it — all of those songs are about family quarrels, adultery, eloping, begging for forgiveness, and 

other things typical of the dysfunctional mind. Ten of them — everything, that is, except for ‘Big Boss Man’ and ‘I Ain’t Got 

You’ — also have the exact same ka-chunk ka-chunk melody, the subtle differences provided by speedier or sluggier tempos 

and by whether the bass player wants to get a little more creative or just get paid by the minute. I won’t deny that there may 

be a certain therapeutic effect here — some people who feel like shit and need to get their rocks off without being tainted by 

pathos or pretense might find this particular way to waste thirty minutes to be their personal path to healing. But generally, 

all you need from Found Love are three songs — well, four if you throw on the title track as a representative of Reed’s 

ironic attitude to life.  

 

 

 

 


